


Join Our Multidisciplinary Multinational Team: 


Empowering Abuse Victims in the 
Entrepreneurial Community 
Remote

Volunteer/ProBono

From 1+ hour/week

Flexible Schedule

Team / Individual Tasks

Synchroon/Asynchroon


Your Profile:


Are you passionate about making a difference and supporting abuse victims in the entrepreneurial 
community? 


We are seeking dedicated professionals to join our multidisciplinary team, collaborating pro bono 
or as volunteers to provide comprehensive support and guidance to those affected by abuse.


About Us:


Our team is committed to creating a safe and empowering environment for abuse victims, 
particularly leaders, entrepreneurs, and innovators. We believe in the power of a multidisciplinary 
approach, bringing together professionals from various fields to address the legal, emotional, and 
practical needs of survivors.


Responsibilities:


- Provide counseling, therapy, or emotional support to abuse victims

- Offer legal guidance and pro bono services to navigate the legal system

- Facilitate support groups and self-help programs for healing and resilience

- Collaborate with other team members to develop comprehensive support plans

- Stay updated on best practices and research in the field of abuse recovery
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Qualifications:


- Experience in counseling, therapy, social work, law, tax advisory, or related fields

- Strong understanding of the dynamics of abuse and trauma recovery

- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills

- Empathy, compassion, and a non-judgmental approach

- Commitment to maintaining confidentiality and ethical standards


Location:


Initially focused in the Netherlands, our services will be provided online, allowing us to support 
abuse victims internationally. We welcome professionals from various locations to join our team.


How to Apply:


If you are passionate about supporting abuse victims in the entrepreneurial community and would 
like to contribute your skills and expertise, please send your resume and a brief statement of 
interest via direct message. We look forward to meet you
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